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LIVE IN ACTION

LifeActiv empowers you to break boundaries, ignore borders 

and unleash the remarkable. It elevates LifeProof FRĒ and NÜÜD 

cases to new heights, making them even more adventurous than 

previously possible. Now, you can pursue your passion for action 

while using your device in ways and places you’ve never imagined.
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ACCESSORIES FOR LIVING LIFEPROOF

Your smartphone is essential outdoor equipment, and QuickMount 

lets you integrate it into your expeditions like never before. It takes 

your tech out of your pocket and puts it into the fray. QuickMount 

uses a simple yet powerful locking mechanism to secure your 

FRĒ or NÜÜD case to an array of accessories that mount almost 

anywhere — from your bike to your belt. 
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DESIGNED FOR THE DARING

Whatever activity raises your pulse, there’s a QuickMount  

accessory that makes your smartphone part of the adventure. 

Instantly mounting to your bike, your windshield — even your wall — 

QuickMount accessories put your favorite fitness, GPS and music  

apps right at your fingertips, right when you need them. 
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QUICKMOUNT ADAPTOR

Every journey has a beginning. For LifeActiv, it’s the 

QuickMount Adaptor. The foundation for the entire 

QuickMount line, it adheres to your device so you can 

mount it into any QuickMount accessory. Then, when 

you’re inspired to cycle a century or shred the slopes, 

you’re ready to clip on and head out. Included with 

each accessory, the Adaptor is also sold separately 

for use with multiple devices.

DIMENSIONS: 1.30” x 1.20” x 0.16”

MSRP: $19.99
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BELT CLIP WITH QUICKMOUNT

Keep your phone right by your side through thick and 

thin with the Belt Clip. Wear it on your belt for fast app 

access. Park it on your pack to check your coordinates 

along the way. Hook it to your utility belt so your 

smartphone is in reach in the field. Day in and day out, 

the Belt Clip is your constant companion.

DIMENSIONS: 3.2” x 1.0” x 0.9”

MSRP: $29.99
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BIKE + BAR MOUNT WITH QUICKMOUNT

From mountain trails to open roads. On sunny days and 

rainy nights. Any chance you get to get in the saddle, you 

take it. And, the Bike + Bar Mount keeps your device in 

view on your ride. It clamps to your handlebars, letting 

your check your route, monitor your altitude and crank 

your tunes while you crank the pedals.

DIMENSIONS: 3.0” x 2.0” x 2.0”

MSRP: $39.99
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SUCTION MOUNT WITH QUICKMOUNT 

When you’re behind the wheel, the trip is just as 

exciting as the destination. And, the Suction Mount 

turns your smartphone into your trusty copilot. It holds 

your device securely on your windshield, letting you 

follow turn-by-turn GPS directions, answer calls hands 

free and flip through your music library — all without 

taking your eyes off the road.

DIMENSIONS: 5.25” x 2.75” x 2.75”

MSRP: $39.99
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ARMBAND WITH QUICKMOUNT 

Every mile you run starts with a single step, and 

the LifeActiv Armband with QuickMount keeps you 

connected through your entire workout. Strapped to 

your arm, it lets you interact with your fitness apps, 

GPS and music while training and living. Track your 

progress, monitor your vitals and share your bragging 

rights all along the way.

DIMENSIONS: 5.61” x 3.75” x 0.41”

MSRP: $49.99
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MULTIPURPOSE MOUNT WITH QUICKMOUNT

Put your smartphone right where you need it — instantly. 

Mounting to nearly any glass, plastic, metal or wood  

surface, the Multipurpose Mount holds your phone with  

a quick click, and lets go with a simple twist.

DIMENSIONS: 1.75” x 1.75” x 0.4”

MSRP: $29.99
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BELT CLIP FOR iPHONE 6 FRĒ AND NÜÜD CASES

Hold your phone at the ready for quick-fire texting, navigating and 

photographing with the LifeProof Belt Clip for iPhone 6. Its one-

handed release latch and lock switch lets you grab your phone fast 

and park it securely — facing in or out. On your belt, your pack or 

your bag, it fits almost anywhere. Plus, it’s rugged enough to go 

everywhere — salty beaches, snowy mountains and scorching 

deserts.  

note: requires LifeProof FRĒ or NÜÜD case for use

DIMENSIONS: 6.22” x 3.66” x 1.65”

MSRP: $29.99
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LIFEJACKET FOR iPHONE 6     
FRĒ AND NÜÜD CASES

LifeProof keeps your phone or tablet waterproof. And, the 

LifeJacket for iPhone 6 stops your LifeProof-equipped 

device from sinking. Built from buoyant foam, it floats 

safely on the surface when you’re splashing around at the 

beach, in the pool or on the river. If you drop it on dry land, 

the plush cushioning absorbs plenty of shock. And, the 

included lanyard and wrist strap let you hold fast while you 

dive deep. 

note: requires LifeProof FRĒ or NÜÜD case for use

DIMENSIONS: 6.85” x 3.94” x 2.05””

MSRP: $39.99
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UNLEASH THE REMARKABLE
Action and adventure are primal urges. And to satisfy them, you need to go places, do things, 
take chances and be free. You need to feel your heart pounding in your chest and the icy rush 
of adrenaline in your veins.

Sharing your taste for adventure, LifeProof makes products that let you live life with no limits. 
Keeping your device protected and you connected, LifeProof is the freedom to unleash your 
remarkable.

See how others #LiveLifeProof
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The LifeProof name and LifeProof trademarks are the property of TreeFrog Developments, Inc., registered 
in the U.S. and other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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